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Stress: the health problem every student faces
With midterms approaching, some trade good healthfor grades

MEGHAN SWEET

Editor-in-Chief
Every student has had one of
those days.
You wake up late and have to
rush to finish an assignment for
your morning class that had kept
you up all night. Rushing out the
door, you trip over your room—
mate the one you haven not spoken to sincesherefused to cleanup
her side oftheroom.
Walking into class at 10:05,
you're forced to squeeze past an
annoyed professor to grab a seat
near the back.
After class, there is no time to
feed your growlingstomach, soyou
opt instead for an on-the-run, tripleshot mocha, llis just one of those
days
What mosi students don'lrealize
is thai this type of rushed, strained
existencenot onlyplaces their academic careers injeopardy and their

personal livesinchaos,italsoposes
aserious threat to their health.
Stress has been called the epidemic of the 20th century. Students, who usually cope with performinga balancingact of schoolwork, love relationships, friend-

See Stress on page 4

Features,page 8.
Yogaclass in the Connelly Center on Tuesday gave students relieffrom the stress ofimpending midterms. See

CIA declines Career Expo invite after threat of boycott
CHRISTOPHER WILSON
Managing Editor
The Central IntelligenceAgency
was scheduled lo come to Seattle
University for November's Career
Expo, but a threatened boycott of
the event has caused the government organization to decline

SU's

invitation.
According to Garrett Stokes,as-

sistant director of the Career Development Center, the northwest
recruiter for the CIA chose not to
attend after learning of a potential
protest to the agency's participationin the Career Expo.
Alumni Chaplain Father John
Whitney,SJ,heardabout theClA's
planned presence on campus and
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The new movie Happiness is
anything but cheerful. See
A&E,pages 10-11

Spindler,ajunior, wasinterested sons for his boycott.
immediately wrote a three-page
"Weareoften willingtodo things
in
learning more about a career
missive to SU President Father
other countries, that we would
or
theFBI.
in
SJ,
Steven Sundborg, and the SU with the CIA
never
dare todo inourown,"Father
go?"Spindler
"Where
I
asked.
it,
urged
Cabinet. In he
SU'sexecudo
have togo now tofind Whitney said.
tivebranch toreconsider its invita- "Where do I
the
In an e-mail response to Father
that,
Father
out
information
Icould have
Failing
tion to the CIA.
Whitney's letter,Father Sundborg
Whitney indicated that he would got at the Career Expo?"
Spindler also feels that students said, "It was not an easy decision
boycott the expo and encourage
others to do the same.
Father Whitney cited as reason
for aboycott,"beneath the standard
to
representedby the CIA lies deathdeath for our values,death for our
out
vision, death for the humanity at
the core of this institution."
to
However,Stokes thinks that the
students should have the right to
choose what companies they want
to work for, and that a threatened
Carrie Spindler, SU
from
away
boycott takesthat choice
students. He says that Father
Whitney wasnotconsidering what should have the right to decide for me as President to come to the
wasbest for the students whenurg- whether or not to visit the ClA's decision that the CIA could be
booth at the Career Expo, not to present at the Career Expo along
ing a boycott.
"He articulated his moral prin- have thechanceevaporatebecause with the other 90 organizations.
But Idid not see a valid reason to
person's objections.
ciples,but gave littleconsideration of another
'
exclude them."
interests,"
awaymy
option
"They
taking
re
the
best
to
students'
The ClA's northwest recruiter
Stokes said. "It'sup to the CDC to tocheck out theCIA," saidSpindler,
preserve the rights of all students, "Give me credit for enoughintelli- did not respond toseveral requests
for comment.
to have access to the employers gence to make adecision."
This is not the first time Father
they wanttohave interviews with."
In his letter,Father Whitney reWhitney
Communication major Carrie ferred to themassacre ofJesuits in
'hasraisedhis voice against
the
guerilCIA spresenceon collegecamSpindler agrees that her best inter- El Salvador by CIA-backed
las,
attempted
puses.
He saidthat yearsagohe was
and the subsequent
ests were not considered in the
CIA,
as somerea- involved in a similar protest at
cover-upby the
threatened boycott that led to the

They're taking away my option

the CIA. Give me credit
for enough intelligence make a
decision.

check

Junior

GonzagaUniversity in Spokane.
Father Whitney says he would
welcome the ClA's presence on
campus if it were for a purpose
other than recruitment. He would
encourage anyacademic presentation by the governmentorganization, in which views couldbe exchanged and debated.
However, according to Father
Whitney, the SU job fair is not that
sort of forum.He viewsthejob fair
as a "sales situation," in that the
participatingcompanies are trying
to sell their company's attractiveness toSUstudents.Father Whitney
likens the CIA trying to sell itself
on campus to "sellingPenthousein
the bookstore."
Father Whitney alsostatedinhis
letter that, by hosting the Career
Expo, SU is saying "the values of
this organization are not inconsistent with the values by which we
would hope to see our alumnilive
their lives." He strongly believes
that SU should not encourage its
students to consider a career with
the CIA.
"We shouldn't besponsoring the
ClA'srecruitment of ourstudents,"
Father Whitney said. "It's almost
like a tacit endorsement. Their

See Career Expo on page 4

News
Rough, tough and dirty games; a battle to
the end for Reserve Officers Training Corps
PETE PATACSIL
Special to the Spectator
Last Saturday, the Seattle Univer-

sity ROTCteamcompetedin theTask
Force CascadeHead-to-Head competition at Fort Lewis,Wash.
The event,commonlyreferred to as
Ranger Challenge,is the varsity sport
of Army ROTC that tests a cadet's
physical fitness, military skills and
mental toughness.
SU competed against sixother universities,including local competitors
Pacific Lutheran University,University of WashingtonandCentral Wash-

ington University. The other, teams
were University of Hawaii, University of Alaskaand UniversityofGuam.
SU lidded learns in the men's and
women's categories, with ten cadets
on each team.
The men's team lost the first place
prize to UW, and the Lady Chieftains

"I saw young Americans striving
to do their best.Todayeveryoneis
a winner."

The first event was the Army
Physical Fitness Test, consisting
ofpush-ups, sit-ups,andatwomile
run.
Cadets attempt to do as many
push-ups and sit-ups as they can in
a two-minute period and then run
the twomiles for time ina25meter
circle.
Lady Chieftain Pernita Duggal
took first place in a strong showing, with38 push-ups,107 sit-ups,
and a run time of 15:14. Duggal
scored 276 points with herperformance.
DuringClaymoreMineEmployment, cadets satupon MIBAIantipersonnel mine and aimed it at a
target.

As with theother military skills,
cadets were evaluated on correct

A cadet battles intenselyfor the goldas she competes in the Ranger
1:01:29, trailing the

At that point in the competi-

PHOTO COURTESY OF BOTC

The competition getsfierce as challengerscompete in militaryfields.
finished third.
Still, the teams were pleased with
their performance.
"What youhave done today,noone
can take away," said senior John
Calpena,amilitary science instructor.

procedure and how rapidly they
accomplished the task.
The final event of the Ranger
Challenge was the Ruck Run,a10
kilometer course travelling from
FortLewis to SoloPoint andback.

Cops make appearance
on campus to check out
shaving cream balloons
apprehend any suspects.
Officers from Safety and Security entered Bellarmine to search
Balloons filled withshaving cream for the culprits, but failed to find
were thrown into the street lastMon- anything suspicious.
Mike Sletten,manager of theSU
day, resulting in a911 callplaced to
Safety
andSecurity,wasconcerned
the Seattle Police Department.
with
the potential driving hazard
At 3:00 p.m. officers from the East
Precinct notified Seattle University's the balloons posed to motorists.
Even though theballoons were
Safety and Security office that the
apparently
being
thrown in jest, they could have
"missiles" were
caused
a serious accident in the
launched from Bellarmine Residence
intersectionbelow.
Hall.
"If someone coming down the
SPD officers found two ruptured
takes that kindof shoton the
interroad
balloons in the turn lane of the
windshield,"
Slettensaid."If s goStreet
and
12th
section atE.Columbia
Avenue.Theypatrolled aroundthe pe- ing to obscure their view. That's
rimeter of the building but failed to going to be dangerous."

CHRISTOPHER WILSON
Managing Editor

tion,bothSUteams wereinthird
place.
Each team member carried a
25 poundrucksack and anM-16
rifle on the run.
Teams began the run at twominute intervals,withthemen's
Ranger teaminthe thirdinterval
and women' sRangerteaminthe
sixth.
At themidwaypoint, theChieftains hadpassedall teamsbut the
Huskies (UW), and wererapidly
closir.g the gap. The team slackened its pace at the four-mile
mark, to let Cadet David Kang
have a brief respite.
Kang, who was recovering
from a bout with the flu, was
eventually forced to drop out of
the competitionand wastaken to
a hospital for treatment due to
dehydration.
The team finished in second
place with an overall time of

Challenge at FortLewis last weekend.

UW team's

timeof 55:48.
The LadyChieftains also lost a
teammember during the grueling
race, with Melissa "The Tiny
Avenger" Tan suffering aninjury
to her ankle. The team finished in

third place, behind UW andPLU
witha time of 1:29:00.
TheSU cadets feel thatRanger
Challengeis more than just a day
of physical exertion.
They learned about themselves
and each other by enduring the
contest.They learned about teamwork, camaraderie and esprit de
corps, which willserve them well
in their militarycareers.
General Douglas MacArthur
summed up the need for events
like theRangerChallengedecades
ago.
"Uponthefieldsoffriendly strife
are sown the seeds that,uponother
fields and on other days, bear the
fruits of victory."

The eventsare scoredby thenumber of repetitions and time elapsed
on the run. Junior Keith Sandoval
led the ChieftainRangers with106
push-ups,89 sit-ups, and arun time
of 11:50, scoring a totalof 297 out
ofapossible300points andplacing
third in the event.
SU women Rangers took first
place with a strong showing by
sophomore AprilAranda and freshmanAnnie Moseanko.
The next phase of Ranger Challenge was a round robin competition, the rope bridge, grenade toss
andclaymore mine employment.
Intheropebridge segment,teams
must cross a stream using a rope
bridge without getting teammembers wet. T
earns are evaluated on correct
technique and speed.
The grenade tossrequired cadets
to run to a position and lob three
grenades at targets in a 25 meter
circle.

News Briefs
MINORITY
yrjinKNT AFFAIRS
New Legislation May
HinderStudents
The Omnibus Appropriations Billsoon tobeapproved
by Congress willundoprevious Congressionallegislation
designedtomake collegeeducationmore affordable.
That legislation, the Reauthorizationof the HigherEducation Act, cut interest rates
andstrengthenedgrantaidprograms. The new legislation
forces even greater dependence on student loans when

risingcollegecostsandenrollment
are factored in.
"Fundingfor studentaidremains
insufficientand willcause students
to go even further into debt," Director of Higher Education Ivan
Frishberg said.

LECTURES
Panel Discussion Scheduledfor
October 26
On Monday, Oct. 26 there will
be apaneldiscussionentitled Sex,
Lies,andTheImpeachment ofBill
Clinton.
The discussion will take place
fromnoon to1:30p.m.inWyckoff
Auditorium.

Issuessurrounding the possible

impeachmentofPresidentClinton

will be discussed including: "Is
Clintonthe victimofanoverzealous and ideologically motivated
prosecutor?" and "Is the Starr
Report apornographic text?"
The moderator isTom Taylor,
chair of theHistory Department.
Panelistsinclude Dr.JimBond
from theSU School of Law;Dr.
RichardYoung andDr.ErikOlsen
from the Political Science Department; and Dr. Jodi O'Brien
from the Sociology Department.
The eventis co-sponsored by
the Pigott McCone Endowed
Chair and theSeattle University
Prelaw Society.The eventis free
ofcharge.

News
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Domaon clenches victory in ASSU elections

Harming, PeaceyJill other vacant positions in uncontested races
Charlotte West
Stajfßeporter
The political race is over and
Virgil Domaon can stop to catch

his breath.
After two weeks of campaignstudents elected Domaon
as the new freshman representaing. SU

The primary elections on Wed.
Oct. 14 narrowed the race to
Domaonand Farida Adenwala.
Domaon won the final election
with54percentof the vote.
3rian Harming is the new nonditional representative and Susan Peacey is the new transfer rep-

tesday

resentative.
Both Harming and Peacey were
uncontestedin theirrespectiveelections. Because of this, their positions were finalized during theprimary elections last week.
is excited to begin his
political career as freshman

tomaon

Ires ntaive.

1 enjoy planning activities,"
maonsaid."Student government
major outlet loget ihingsdone."
>omaon plans to send out surs iv ihc freshman class to idenproblems that concern them
activities they would like to

By getting input, you'll know
at they needand whattheywant.

If it's something wecan do, we'll
do it,"Domaon said.
Right now, Domaon is still testing the waters. As he becomes

wants to encourage all of them to

attend meetings or just "check it

and watch the position go unfilled.
"Last year was a really good ex"Iwant to get as much done and
Harming said. "I saw
perience,"
get as many freshmaninvolvedasI
things
can," hesaid.
how
workand whatcouldbe
Domaon thought the voter turn- done."
Harming said he wants to finish
out of just over 400students in the
dealing
withissues fromlast year.
finals could have beenhigher. He
"The biggest one is the comhopes toimprove thosenumbers in
muter Validine,"he said.
the future.
just
Harmingsaid commuterstudents
to
ASSU
hope
"We
make
important topeople,"Domaonsaid.
Domaon'scampaignstrategy was
"simple yet flashy."
"I wanted to show people Iwas
creative,"he said. "I wanted them
to realize there's something more
VirgilDomaon
to this guy."
Domaon appreciated all the
more familiar with the procedures people who helped with his camand policies of ASSU, Domaon paign. He also wanted to thank
"everyone whoran and voted."
wants to begin planning activities
gearedtowards the freshman class.
Domaon has had previous leadFreshmen willbeparticularly con- ershipexperience.In high school,
cerned with the transitionbetween he served as freshman rep, sophohigh school and college, Domaon more and junior class vice presi- Susan Peacey
dents, and school president his sesaid.
"I want tohelpthem feel athome nior year. Domaon also worked in
and create an atmosphere where the CommunityRelations Depart- pay the same amount as resident
students,butdon'treceivethe same
they (eel comfortable."
ment at Seafirst.
native,
Domaon
is
a
discount. He hopes to work with
Domaunsaidtheissue ot finding
A Seattle
Bon
Appetit and"workout a better
"keep
wants
to
his
pre-major
especially
their own niche at SU is
and
onbehalf of the 80percentof
open."
options
oncamdeal"
living
relevant to freshmen
Harming wasalsonon-traditional SUstudents who live off campus.
pus.
Harming also wants to be able to
Domaon said there are a wide representative last year. The posivariety of students at SU, and he tion was filled inspring elections, expand the hours of commuter
collegiums, areas which include
study rooms andkitchens.
Harming alsoaddedhehadheard
abouta "Happy Hour" that used to
out."

Absolut Awareness provides a
reality check for college students
EMILY WILSON

News Editor

flic

Peer Education committee
Seattle University sponsored
Absolut Awareness, a substance
abuse presentation aimed at providing basic general information
through creativemeans.
Campion Hall thirdfloor lounge
wascrowded to capacity on Tuesday as dozens of students eagerly

butthe office was vacatedthis fall.
Harming said he couldn't sit by

awaitedwhat provedto be a highly

tive results of binge drinking, such as date rape and

successful presentation.
"We advocate moderation and drunk driving.
being safe," said Ellie Mac Isaac,
PeerEducationadvocates
Peer Education teamleader.
the buddy systemofalways
"We provide our peers with the having a sober designated
facts they need to make educated driver present at functions
decisions," Mac Isaac continued, whichserve alcohol.
speaking onbehalf ofher team.
Preventative measures
Among topics raised through a such as these ensure safety
skit illustrating a typical college inotherwisedangeroussitupartyscene werethepossible nega- ations.

,

beheldatSUonFriday afternoons.
Professorsandolderstudents could
come togetheroverabeeroracocktail.Hesaidhewouldn't mind seeing"Happy Hour" come back.
represent arele"Thestudents I
gal,"Harming said.
Harming is a senior majoring in
visualart.He's alsopresidentof the
SurfClub.
Peaceycould not bereached for
comment.

BrianHarming

ASSUVicePresident FrankieSo
saidthe voter turnout for theseelections was lowerthanpreviousyears.
AllSUstudents wereeligible to
vote and the number is low compared to the number of students
enrolled in the university.
So said thelow number could be
attributed inpart to the fact thatthe
primaries were originally scheduled for Tues. Oct. 13 and had to
rescheduled for the nextday.

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL!

$2*99!

In addi-

tion to the
entertaining
skit, workshops were

_.

"■'"'
,-.■fc^_ r-oid,

~s I

held to de-

termine persona)

blood

alcohol calculations to

ascertain
one's level

of intoxication.

"It is stupid to tell
students not
to

Get any Regular 6" Sub and a 21 oz drink for $2.99
when you show your Seattle University student I.D. Limit one
coupon per customer per visit. Not valid in conjuction
with any other offer. (Offer Expires 10/30/98)

drink,

we're

not

going to be

Brooke

kempner

/ photo manager

Peer educators perform a skitaimed at teaching the negativeresults ofbingedrinking.

hypocrites,"
Mac Isaac
said.
"Drinking
happens, we
just want
you to be

safe."

811 E Pike St.
Corner of Broadway and Pike
325-7310

News
Stress: Students often ignore warning Career Expo: Protesters say
symptoms of stress-relatedproblems
CIA goes against SU ideals
From pave 1

healthproblemamongcollege stu-

dents.
Although other health issues,
ships, job, activities,finances and
planning for the future, are cer- such as STDs, drinking, deprestainly atriskfor stress-relatedprob- sion, andlack of activityare common, "the greatest number of stulems.
Common symptomsof stress in- dents suffer from stress and poor
cludemuscletightness, headaches, eatinghabits,"accordingtoBavaro.
According to the MayoFoundairritability, stomach aches, skin
eruptions, anxiety, agitation, and tion for Medical Education and
"blue" moods,according toCarlson. Research, college students often
It's not normal or healthy to ex- experience stress due to the cirof beperience reguig on their own
larinsomniaor
>r the first time.
stomachaches.
SUDirectorof
Anxietycan
reshman Sucalso manifest
89% of adults
:ss Jacqueline
itself as an indescribe experiencavis,Ph.D.,
said
ability tolocus.
ing highlevels of
that her office is
commit tullyto
stress and onein four
well equipped to
a project, or
said it occurs ona
helpfreshmenadpractice lime
daily basis.
just tocollegelife.
management

Fact:

lumstance

Accordingtoher,

skills.

Christine

students canbenefitby takingadvantageofthehelp
available to themon campus.
"We put students in touch with
the many resources already inexistence that support academic

the first time. Unfortunately,they
are not always informed on ideal
choices."
Besides eatingregularly andmore
nutritiously, there are other things
students can do to helprelieve the
stress intheir lives.
One of the most important of
these is recognizing one's limitations.
Itis notalwayspossible to work,
beanactivemember ofthree clubs,
andmaintain a4.0 GPA.
A lot ofpeople have trouble prioritizing where and to what they
wanttodedicate themselves to.Part
of recognizing limitations is also
learning to say "no."
Students living in dorm rooms
that have been designated 'party
central' should knowthatit's okay
to kick people out in order to get
some sleep.
Getting enough sleepis a key to
reducing stress.

Savisrecommends that students
maintain aregular sleeping scheduleanddonotsleepinmore thanan
houron the weekends.
"Variable
schedules
throw thebody
success, and
and mind off
hopefully help
intermsofmereduce stress as a
In 1973, almost40%
tabolism,cogby-product, such
of workers reported
nitive alertas the Writing
ness, physical
Center,Learning
being "extremely
stamina,appeCenter,Counseltheir
with
satisfied"
tite
and
ing Center, study
jobs. Today,only
mood,"
Savis
groups, etc.,"
students.
25% do.
said.
According to juniorpsychology Savis said.
SUstudents
An article in
major Jason Madrano, stress in his
theMayoClinicnewsletterentitied, may find that regular visits to the
lifq comes from a lack of time.
"I get stressed trying to find time "Keeping Your Student Body ConnellyCenter can also—improve
for myself, my family, work and Healthy,"states thatone of themost every aspectof their lives notjust
school,"saidMadrano,whoisSU's dangerousthings studentsdois eat their physical appearance.
"Aerobicexerciseisproven tobe
poorly.
ASSU president.
key
is
a
to
a
stress
reducer as well as an enstayR.N.,
Ph.D.,
assis"Good nutrition
John Bavaro,
mood, endurance and
of
course,
ing
at
hancer
healthy
school. Of
tant professor of Health Services
function,"
easier
than
done.
For
immune
Savis said.
said
Administration at Pennsylvania's that's
Carlson,
to
students
thing,many
According
students
are
makSlipping Rock University, stated one
trying
de-stress
should
"avoid
dietary
ing
their
own
choices
for
to
widespread
that stress is the most
taking (their)problems to bedand
allow time to wind down, talk to a
supportive friend."
Students need to learn to relax.
In today's fast-paced world, there
is very little down time, andGen1 Your immune system is compromised when erationXersandBabyBoomers are
understress. Youare morelikely to getsick andstay realizingthatrelaxationisnolonger
aninherent part of everyday life;it
sick longer.
is alearned technique.
According to another Mayo
article,entitled"Stress: How
2. You are more accident-prone. Your attention Clinicrespond
affects your health,"
you
span is adversely affected under stress.
learningskills such as "guided imagery, meditation, muscle relaxandrelaxedbreathingcanhelp
3. Chronic stress and poor sleep have been linked ation
yourelax... Youcan also focus on
toweightgain...evenifyouare notnecessarilytaking hobbiesoractivities youfindcalming,such asreadingorplaying with
in more caloriesthanusual.
yourdog."
Butif stress is so common, why
4. Stress severely affectsyour short-term memory, don't wehear more about it?
The answer to this question is
with chronic stress having potentially permanent simple:
We acceptstress as part of
effects on long-term memory.
our lives. When signs of stress
arise,it seemsnormal.
For students whodonot feel they
5. Over the course oftime, chronic stress is linked can sacrifice anyof their activities,
Savisrecommends planning ahead
health conditions
withmany
by
using a planner and breaking
disorders,
hypertension, heart disease,
large tasks into smaller, specific
andstroke.
tasks.
This allows people to better foSeattle University Office ofFreshmanSuccess
J
Carlson, a registered nurse in the

Seattle University Student Health
Center, said that she sees many
students comein to the center with
stress-relatedproblems.
Carlson said that she sees many
students who have stress related
problems, including international
students who are having trouble
adjusting to American culture and
freshmen experiencing the anxiety
of being away from home.
Thisproblemwithmanaging their
timeandenergy echoes withmany

Fact:

Reasons to De-stress
.

debilitating

digestive

including

-rompage 1

StanfordUniversity,California

State University,University of
California BerkeJy and WashingtonState University.According to Stokes, the CIA has selectedthese schoolsinorder to
select from graduates of strong
engineeringprograms.
Father Whitney, in turn, said
he was told that the CIA had
asked to come to the Career
Expo, and if in fact SU had
extended the invitation,to him
that does constitute a tacit endorsement.
He does recognize the need
foranintelligenceagency,ashe
recognizes a nations need to
have a standing defense force.
Hesaysheis very supportiveof
SU's ROTC program. But he
feels the CIA has often oversteppedits boundaries andhas
not always operated in good

agency is not the kind of place
we should encourage our students to work."
Father Sundborg disagreed
that acceptance of ah organization or business at the Career
Expo constitutes an endorsement, or that theCIAis in purpose or practice unjust or oppressive.
"If an organization were patently contrary to what Seattle
University stands for initsmissionstatement,thenI
do not think
it couldhave a place at theCareer Expo," Father Sundborg
said. "Myjudgement inallowdo not believe
ing them is thatI
that...they are clearlyopposedto
who weare."
Stokes said the CIA was invited as a target organization,
meaning that theinvitation was
Father Whitneyispleased that
in response to student interest.
the
CIA will not attend thejob
says
approxiknows
of
He
he
mately 25 students who have fair, and believes that that is
participatedin off-campus inter- best for the students at SU.He
views withthe CIA,and atleast feels that the ClA's practices
four who have accepted posi- are contrary to the standards of
SU.
tions there.
"The CIA is antithetical to
The CIA has targeted SU as
oneof the topsixschoolsintheir America's finest values," FaNorthwest regionalong withthe ther Whitney said."And those
University of Washington, ofSeattle University."

cus and generate confidence and
momentum, according to Savis.
The stress experienced by students is part of a worldwide trend
wherepeople areincreasinglymore
connected, overextended and in
debt. People wear beepers, work
from their homes, and can have
dozens ofcredit cards.
Time Magazine recognized the
beginning of this trend in a 1983
cover story entitled "Stress, The
Epidemic of the Eighties." Since
then, the problem has only worsened.
In 1992, the UnitedNations labeledjob stress "The20th Century

Fact
TheNational Safety
Council estimates that
1million employees are
absent on an average
workday because of
stress related problems.

Disease." More recently, it was
described as a "world-wide epidemic" by the WorldHealth Organization.
Thus, the stress experiencedby
studentsintheirlate teensandearly
20s is a predecessor to the modern
adult life which follows graduation.
For typical non-traditional students, studies may be simply one
more stressorinalreadybusy lives.
Oneof the ways to preserve one's
health is to not brush off signs of
stress when theyappear.
Also, itis important to note that
some people can simply deal with

more things atoncethanotherscan.
What's stressful foronepersonmay
bemerely challengingfor another.
"Ithink somepeople arebetter at
handling stress because they have
more inner resources to handle it
and may feel a certain amount of
control over their lives," Carlson
said. "Havingmore external resourcescan help as well,suchas a
support network, plenty of financial resources and good health as
well as goodhealthhabits."
Junior communication studies
majorBetsyYanasak says thatkeeping acool head helps her manage
stress.

"I'm always trying to maintain a
balance betweenmy part-time job,
full time student status, activities
and enjoying life," Yanasak said.
While theconsequencesof stress
canbe as mildas a headache or as
severe as heart disease (for longterm stressors), the key to dealing
with stressis foreachindividual to
assess exactly howmuch s/he can
deal with.
For new students whofeel they
need helplearning the skills to destress, Savis stated that theOffice
of Freshman Success offers free
workshopsthroughout the yearthat
include time management, stress
managementandstrategies tooptimize sleep and fitness.
"A certain amount of stress in
our lives is valuable in our lives,
otherwise we would not get out of
bedin the morning," Carlson said.
"(People)need tomaintainacertain balance and not overwhelm
(their) ability to cope.
"When stress has gotten to the
point where(they) arehavingphysical symptomsofde-stress, wehave
gone too far."
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Senatorial candidates debate, strongly disagree on major issues
Sara Christensen
Story Editor
After an initial postponement,
Sen.Patty Murray andRep. Linda
Smith came together Saturday for
what will be their only public debate.
Thedebate wasoriginally scheduled to takeplace inCampionBallroom on Oct. 11. It was then rescheduled for Oct 16 and finally
took placeOct. 17 at KINGTV.
Manyissues were discussed,including violence in schools, balancing the budget andthe possible
impeachment ofPresidentClinton.
The one thing that was made evident by the debate was that Murray
andSmith disagreeai leastpartially
on every major issue
A subject that is important to
both ot them is the balancingof the

budget.

Murray claimed that the budget
is balanced.

"Ihave worked very hard to get
to the point today where we have

to make sure those classes were
safe," Smith said."Iwould support

they need so that if they see violencetheycanstopit,"Murray said.
Smithstressedthat talcingcare of
schools is best done at the local

don't deserve

"If I'm at the table politically or
corporatelyandsomeonelooksover
and theyknowthat theyhad tohave
so many womenthey'lllook at me
and wonder 'did she get there becauseshewas thebestordid sheget
there because someone had to put
her there',"Smith said."Ithink the
important thing, thebest thingtodo
to bring people together is not to
haveany set-asides,anypreferences
and to make sure that we enforce
the discrimination laws vigor-

preferencesordiscrimination based
onrace,genderorethnicity.Itcould
meanthe endof affirmative action
level.
for public schools in
three thousand miles
Washington State.
away in Washington,
Murraybelieves that
D.C.," Smith said.
action is
affirmative
Murray agreed that
and
veryimportant
still
violence was a serious
stopped.
should
not
be
issue.
"I think it is really
"We have to have
make
important
that I
guns
zerotolerance for
daughter,
my
sure
that
and gangsandviolence
Senator Patty Murray
and other young ously."
in our schools,"
The debate was sponsored by
women andminorities
Murray said."Wealso
in the state have those KING TV, the Seattle
have to take astepback
"Do youtrust someoneinabuild- opportunities available to them," Post-IntelligencerandSeattle Uniandlisten to what youngpeople are
ing three thousand miles away?" Murray said. "Ido not want itrolled versity. It was the third debate in
saying to us."
Murray said that this is why she Smith asked. "I think we clean up back to25 yearsago where women the Deans' Lectures Series.
"We decided to have the series
formedtheStudentAdvisory Youth ourschools, wemake thebestdeci- were not able to get into universiboards,
because we feel that it's a great
sions when we make them at the ties, were not able to beon
InvovlementTeam.
were not able to get jobsin places opportunity for theSU community
"I've talked to thema lot about local, district and parent level."
to be involved in the process,"said
the issue of violence and how we
On Nov. 3, the people of Wash- whereoftenmen were there."
Assistant
Vice President and Divoting
Smith feels that affirmative accan work togethertogiveourteach- ington State won't just be
rector
by
tion
the
created
itcan
of
Public
Relations J. Paul
officials,
quotas
and
there are
ers resources, our community re- for goverment
jobs
they
into
Blake.
people
sourcesand youngpeopleresources also a few initiatives on theballot. often force
that bill in the Senate."
"We're not going to be able to
handle violence from a building

Idon't know how Linda can say
she's impartial if she's already
calledfor impeachment.

the first balanced budget inalmost
thirtyyears," Murray said.
Smith strongly disagreed with
the notion that the budget is balanced.
"It has been absolutely amazing
to me to hear people say that they
balanced the budget," Smith said.
Smith also said that the way
Murray and other officials have
beenattempting tobalancethe bud-

OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA

get is wrong.

"Don'tuse social security to balance thebudget,"Smith said."You
can count onme to ensure peace of
mind to our senior citizens and financial security. You can't do that

HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THEBEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREE

if we keep stealing social security

money."
One recurring question during
the debate washow thecandidates
felt about PresidentClinton andif
they would vote for impeachment.
Murray wasconsistent in saying
that she would have to look at the
information presentedtoher by the
Senate and decidebased on that.
Smith voiced her doubts about
Murray'sability to be impartial.
"Constitutionalscholarsare wondering about the senators whohad
thepresidentraisemillionsfor them,
whether theycan sitas animpartial
juror." Smithsaid. "Pattymight not
be able to do that."
Murray had a quick rebuttal to

When

it comes to planning a comfortable future, America's best and
brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF.
With over $230 billion in assets under
management, we're the world's largest
retirement system, the nation's leader in
*
customer satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice of people in education, research,
and related fields.
ExpertiseYou Can Count On
For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent solutions to America's longterm planning needs. We pioneered the
portable pension, invented the variable
annuity, and popularized the very concept
of stock investing for retirement. In fact,
we manage the largest stock account in the

Smith's comment.
"Idon'tknow how 1.indacansay
she's impartial il she's already
called for impeachment," Murray

said.
Acommunitymemberasked'how
the candidates would deal with the
increasing violenceinschools.
Smith replied first, saying that

figures showed levels of violence
inschools decreasinginsome areas
in the country.
"There's currently alaw that ifa
childis determined to be mentally
unableorhandicappedinsome way
that the teachers and the school
district have to put them back in
class within ten days," Smith said.
Smith believes that this law
shouldbe changed.
"Senator Gordon had a bill that
said the locals could make a decision on where to put those children

One of the most hotly debated of
these is Initiative200. 1-200 bans

world (based on assets under management),
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even more of your financial goals.
From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to
mutual funds,you'll find the flexibility
and choice you need, backed by a proven
history of performance, remarkably low
expenses, and peerless commitment to
personal service.
Find Out For Yourself
To learn more about the world's prem'er retirement organization, talk to one
of our retirement planning experts at
1 800 842-2776. Or better still,speak to
one of your colleagues. Find out why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think alike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

S
s

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

"DALBAR, Inc.,1997 Ikfinttl Ctmtribtilum KxttlUiut failing.'. Past performance is no guaranteeof future results. CRKF CtrtUicatM and inttmtl
in the TIAA Real Estate Account are distributed by TIAA-CREFIndividual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, imluiling charges and expenses, call 1800 842-2733, extension 5509, lor the prospectuses. Read them carelully belorc you invest or semi immi-\
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EDITORIAL
CIA controversy raises
issue of trust

After Father John Whitney's open letterregarding the Central Intelligence Agency's participation at the annual Seattle University Career
Expo, the CIA announcedthat it wouldnotparticipate. Father Whitney's
letter brought attention to the conflict ofJesuit ideals with CIA policies;
itraised questions regarding the endorsementof the university and the
future careers of its students; it both angered and pleased the campus
community.
Invitations to the Expo are extended to various organizations and
agencies to give students the opportunity to apply the skills they have
—
developed and learned in school to real-world situations to their future
careers.
As students at SU. we enroll inCORE classes, fulfill requirements for
our majors and participate in extracurricular activities to develop these
skills Our activities andclasses helpus to learn about judgement, values
and responsibility And as young adults, welearn with the hope thatothers
trust the decisions we make and support the choices we choose. Father
Whitney's letter, while well-intentioned,undermined that trust.
While the ClA's history andactions do conflict with the foundationof

Jesuit ideals and withwhat the university symbolizes,trust must be given
—
toSU's student body trust that we willmakeinformeddecisions,that we
can discernbetween whatitright and wrong,what violates thebasic rights
of humanity, and what stands for the highest ideals of morality. TheCIA
is guilty of atrocities in American history. Many of its actions do
undermine theideals of the Society ofJesus. Butthis judgementneeds to
bemadeby the students themselves;it needstobe evaluatedby thepeople
the Expo targets, the students.
Tomakeany judgement,wemustbeallowedtheopportunity toevaluate
the ClA's policies and procedures, to listen to the reasoningof why we
should work for their organization, why we shouldcommit ourselves to
their objectives and aims. This evaluation processis whatis taught to us
through the CORE curriculum; it is whatis taught through philosophy,
English and history clasres; it is a part of the foundation of a Jesuit
education.
Perhaps in that evaluation,students willfind thattheCIA does not offer
acareerrooted inmorality andrespect. Perhaps in thatevaluationthey will
find that,as Jesuit-educatedindividuals,they have thepotential to beapart
ot the change ol the policiesand proceduresof the CIA. But the important

United States, UN guilty of
violating international law
STARVATION OF CIVILIANS AS A
METHOD OF WARFARE IS PROHIBITED
UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

Kristi lohannsen

issue here is that students are given the opportunity to makethat judgement, that they are trusted tomake a decision which impacts their futures
and their careers.
The Spectator EditorialBoardconsists of Meghan Sweet, Christopher Wilson and Katie Ching. Signed commentaries and cartoons
reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The
Spectator,that ofSeattle Universityor its student body.
The Spectator welcomes letters to the editor. Lettersshouldbe no
more than300 wordsin lengthandmust includesignatures,addresses
and telephone numbers for verification during daytime hours. The
deadlinefor letters isTuesday at 3 p.m. Alllettersaresubject toediting,
andbecomeproperty ofThe Spectator. Sendlettersvia campus mail
or the postalservice to: The Spectator,Seattle University, 900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122, orsende-mail to spectator@seattleu.edu.
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Bosnia, Somalia, the slums of
Mexico City...these places immediatelyconjureuppityinour hearts,
pity that is so drummedintous by
the media that it seems almost
clichl.

Images ofstarvingchildren, deci-

us have heard
about the
dreadful hu-
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gal. and .he

starvation of
civilians as a
method of
warfareis prohibitedunder thislaw
as well.
Yet what is happening inIraq if
majority of the population is on a not mass starvation? And worse
semi-starvation dietas reportedby yet, why does the whole crisis rethe World Health Organization in main so hidden from public view?
1997. Thecombination of malnu- Politics isa complicated business,
tritionandlack ofmedicalcare has but the cost of these specific polikilled1.4millionIraqi citizens.The ticsisinnocent lives, whichis never
deathtoll of 1.4 millionequals the justifiable.
entire population of the state of
On the May 12 airingof 60Minutes,
reporter Leslie Stahl asked
Montana.
The sanctions have been called U.S.Secretary ofStateMadeleine
Albright "halfa
million Iraqi
children have
died,morechila
dren than had
died
in
a

Spectator Columnist

mating disease, and filthy living
conditions are commonplace inour
magazines, television, and newspapers. But
how many of

TheSi^tator

tions of the
ieaderisii|e

The death ofhalf million children is
not worth supply of cheap oil.

man rights
abuses in
Iraq? And
worst of all,
abuses that the United States and
the UnitedNations are actually inflicting?
Iraq isawordthat conjuresnegativeconnotations for many Americans with theGulfWarstillfresh in

their memories. The war, which
ended seven years ago,has made

U.S. relations withIraq sticky and
ambiguous. Over the past eight
years, the United Nations and
United States have imposed trade
sanctions onIraq. These sanctions
are 98 percenteffectiveinpreventing food and medicine from coming into the country.
The obvious result of these actions is that this country has fallen
into a state ofeconomic crisis. The

Hiroshima, is
the price worth

it?"
Albrightreplied, "Yes, we think
itis worthit."
It is worth it because in return,
the United States receives cheap
oil.
The sanctionsare steadily losing
support among U.N. representatives, andseveralfrontpagestories
have been published in major
American newspapers, including
the Chicago Tribune.
It'sso easy to let your eyesglass
over whenfaced withall the death
and destruction that goeson.

"weaponsofmass destruction" by
many human rights groups. The
barestatisticsare shocking inthemselves.Haifamillionchildrenhave
died as a direct result of the sanctions. A vast majority of the deaths
occur within the poor and middle
class population.Iraqi elite, which
SaddamHusseinandhis compatriots are apart of, are not affected at
all.
This mass starvation is a violationofinternational law,as defined
by the Geneva Convention, that
was held after World War II to
Johannsen is a
preventa genocide suchas the Ho- Kristi
locaustfromhappeningagain. The sophomore majoring in
law stipulates thatpunishing anen- Journalism. Here-mailaddress
tire civilian populace for the ac- iskristij@seatileu.edu.
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Letters to the Editor

Sports editor

More killings, more refugees

well-spoken

HiLDIA SVASTAMOINEN
Spectator Columnist

Jason \/6r Lichtenberger's forcefully and brilliantly writwasdead on ontheissue ofDivision11. He statedhis
ten column
eloquently.
case
I
am absolutelyblown awayby thequality of the Spectator.The writing,
the levelof thought, and the topicality of stories are all top-notch.
MattZemek,'9B
Phoenix,AR

haps liberty and freedom is not
comprised ol'small-scale conflicts, really whatthese warriorsneed.
I
started just a little over six years
am thinkingpeace talks should
ago. In those years, the former be replaced bybiologyprofessors.
am notlosingit.Theconflicts
Yugoslavia has gone from point Z No,I
toZl/2. We have watched as con- that arise in the former Yugoslav
flictescalated tooutright genocide. republics are conflicts based on
Now ithas downshifted to civil ethnicity. Yes,this timearoundits
unrest. Slobodon Milosevic just Ethnic Albanians.
Theconflict overKosovo, where
needs toremindushe is still on the
Serbs
will
90
stage
percent of the population is Alworld
and the
banian,hasresultedinthe deathsof
not be forgotten. And for what?
Their own city-state, their own thousands of Albanians and thoucountry,or theirownworld?How sands more have fled as refugees.
Isometimes yearn for the Cold The Serbs have a "historical and
War to return that the former religious" tie to the area, whichis
Sovietblocand various spheresof why they will not let it slip from
influence, would just go back to their grasp. Kosovo is the sight
wherethe Serbs defeated theTurks
beingrepressed oroppressed.
—
We sit and wonder actually I in1389! Talk about history. The
am probably the onlyone wonder- Turks are the ones who brought
think therest ofacademia Islam to the region, which also
ing since I
has moved on and the former makes the Muslim Albanians that
Yugoslavrepublics arepasse. So, much moresignificant to get ridof.
—
Of course,political geographers
I wonder what is it this time?
Why might NATO forces strike have stated that this is different
the Serbians in an attempt toelimi- from the1992-95 fightingbetween
nate this ethnic strife? Iwas also the Serbs and Croats in Bosnia.
curious why wehaven' t takenmore Their contention is that the former
forceful action in the previous six war was a cross-border conflict.
years? Why have the American The currentconflict isa"Yugoslav
ideals of protecting human liberty affair" within the boundaries of
goneby the wayside? Why have Yugoslavia between ethnic
WestEuropean countries,andeven groups. But displacement of
peoples,genocide and ethnicstrife
other East European countries
—
watchedas this continues? Surely is conflict cross-border or not.
thesecountries feel it is a threat to The amazing thing is, the experts
their own national security. Per- agree that Milosevic is the comThe "war." in Kosovo, which is

—

—
—

—

—

mon link. Will someone please
remindme why ishestill inpower?
Milosevic maybe at theheadof the
problems in the region, but negotiatorsbelieve he is also the key to
peace. Peace,do theyreally think

they willever get him torelinquish
the strongholdhe has onthe Serbs.
AcharismaticleaderlikeMilosevic
is just the excuse people need to
eliminate the "others" in their region of the world.
There is an Oct. 27 deadline for
Milosevic tocomply withthe Sept.
28UNSecurity Councilresolution
topulloutofKosovo.IfMilosevic
and Serb troops do not comply,
there will be NATOair strikes.
Many Americans feel we should
not intervene
' in international affairs that don tpertain totheUnited
States. Idisagree. Ascitizensofa
country based on an ideology of
freedom, Ifeel we should defend
the humanrights of the ethnic Albanians in Kosovo. It was once
said that America must make the
worldsafefor democracy.Ifpeople
do not want democracy,at least we
could defend the right to liberty
free from oppression based on
ethnicity. But thatisjust myopinion.
HildjaSaastamoinenisasenior
majoring in International
Studies. Here-mail addressis
SU2HS@hotmail.com.
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How can SUprovide better technical

support?

battled with Information Services about my
"For over a week at the beginning of theFall Quarter, I
week,
was told my
Inthat
I
visited
their
office
almost
a dozen times; each timeI
ethernet connection.
filled outmoreforms andwas toldthatmy request
connection,wouldbe working the followingday.Finally,I
went back to the office
would be taken to the ethernet specialist and would work the next day. Itdidn't. I
was lucky to get
wastold since this was a free service,I
andnoticed my forms sitting inthe same place. I
gotback from classes,there wasamessage that my connection wasmade
it at all. Thefollowingday,afterI
went to thehelp desk
yesterday, andifit stilldidn't work, then there was aproblem with my jackor port. I
again, but was ignored. I
laterdiscoveredthatmy request hadnever beentaken to the ethernet specialist
in fact,itendedup inthe trash. Whenone of the employeespulleditout ofthe trashinfront of me,heheld
the paper in the air flamboyantly and said, "This is him," to another employee.
I
have onesimple answer to thisproblem. Train themor fire them. IfInformation Services doesn't want
to takethe time to trainthesepeople inthe artofcustomerservice, then findpeople that can. Therearemore
qualifiedpeople that understand students' problems with computers on campus."

—

Mat Springsteen
Sophomore,Economics

Next week: Should the CIA recruit
on campus?
E-MAIL RESPONSES TO CAMPUSCOMMENT© HOTMAIL.COM. RESPONSES MUST BE UNDER 150 WORDS AND SIGNED INCLUDING YOUR YEAR,
MAJOR. AND A NUMBER WHERE YOU CAN BE REACHED.

Sports editor does not
represent all students
I
am writing this letterin response to the "In the Zone"column written
The Spectator'ssports editor wrote
concerning
avery challenging opinion
themove toward entering NCAA
Division IIathletics. What the sports editor fails to admit is that there is
littledocumented or tangible support fromstudents for this move.
The Spectator staffhadtheopportunity torakeincommentsconcerning
the issue,but theydid not. The reality of the situationis that the sports
editordoes not,as he states, "representtheopinion oftheentirecampus
6000 students."
SeattleUniversityisateachinginstitution.Itisnot aresearchinstitution
nor is ita university where athletes come tocompete at the highest level.
Thisinstitutionhas larger responsibilities to its students suchas a firmer
commitment to thearts and agreaterimportanceset onminority retention.
As a Jesuit institution,this school should commit more priests to the
classroom where a more direct influence may be achieved. Beyond the
hopeless attempt of the sports editor to support and promote a newly
successful athletic program,I
am offended that the sports editordoes not
recognize the voice of dissension at this school. Speak up SU. Let the
sports editor know thathe does not represent all 6000 of us.
"Our position," as he describes it,is your position,Mr.Lichtenberger.
And to be quite frank, you are out of the zone.
inthe Oct.15issue ofThe Spectator.

—

Mikael Meyer
Junior,History

Whitney's letter comes
up short
'

Inresponse toFatherJohn Whitney s openletterof protestofthe Central
IntelligenceAgency'spresence on campus, I
wouldlike to point several
issues whichhis letter fails to address which shouldbemade clear to the
Seattle University community.
Therealdebateis notthe career fairas ameansofexploitation,butrather
if the morals and history of the CIA conform to the ideals that this
university seeks to impart upon its students, and whether or not an
invitation to recruit is an endorsement of the invited organization. I
certainly hope that no one is under the impression that an invitation to
recruit is anendorsement of an organization.
Ido not approveof some of the past actions of certainmembers of the
CIA,and some of theactions of theorganization as a whole. Butdirectly
opposing the CIA and its actions does not change the organization.
Boycottingand disrupting the career fair does nothurt the CIA,but rather
the students. It deprives themofthe opportunity to apply what they have
learned at this institution.
Rather than boycotting the CIA,Ithink this university should allow
them to recruit on campus. Themore SUstudents join the CIA,themore
influence theJesuit ideals have onCIApolicies. Ifmorestudents join, the
chancesof changegreatlyincrease. Thatis whatweshould seek todo. We
should seek to change the CIA,not destroy it.
The courseofactionthatFather Whitney proposed at the endofhisletter
isunnecessary and detrimental to the students ofSU. He states that these
suggestionsdo notstem frommalice,but fromabelief that the CIAstands
for death. Iask Father Whitney to checkhis heart,andask himselfifitis
the wholeCIAandnot justindividuals orgroups within orassociated with
the CIA that he seeks topunish.
Iask that henot punish the students for thecrimes of these few. Isay
that we should notclose ourminds to change, and not give into confrontation. We should pursue the path of education, not conflict and destruction. Change comes from within,not from without.
Aaron Webb

Senior,Computer Science
E-MAIL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR AT SPECTATOROSEATTLEU.EDU. LETTERS SHOULD BE NO
MORETHAN 300 WORDS IN LENGTH AND MUST INCLUDE SIGNATURES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS
FOR VERIFICATIONDURINGDAYTIMEHOURS. THEDEADLINE FOR LETTERS IS TUESDAY AT 3 P.M.
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Students and professors combat stress with yoga
Katie mccarthy
Features Editor
There is help for all those
stressedout-students whoarefeeling the crunch of college midterms. The answer is yoga.
Yoga? This Eastern philosophy has become the exercise of
the stressed-out,overworked and
overextended people of the 90s.
The5,000-year-oldphilosophy
of yoga can be found in several
gyms throughout Seattle.
Here at Seattle University's
ConnollyCenter,Christy Dorman
teachesyogaclasses everyTues-day and Thursday.
"It is great for students, I am
always happy to get them,"
Dorman said. "Yogareally helps
you keep your body balanced."
There are many qualities of
yoga that made it such a great

The mental

Where to

and external ac-

tions make the
body feel more
relaxed,increasing the range of
motion and reducingthelikelihood of muscle
strainandsportsrelatedinjuries.
Manystudents
can find tranquility in the breathing and stretching exercisesbut

yoga
Yoga Centers is located at:

2255 140th Ave NE, Suite F,

98005. Call (206) 746-7476
and talk to AsdilPalkhivala.

lyengar Yoga Association
of theNorthwest islocated at:
1501 12th Ave. Contact Ad
Purkh K Reiss at (206) 5450809

theirmusclesare

also benefiting
by building up

Brahma kumaris Raja
YogaMeditation center islocated at:2571WestviewDrive
West. For more information
call (206) 282-4028.

strength through
resistance exercises. This is
done by using
their own body

8 limbs Yoga Center islocated at: 500 E. Pike. Call
Anne Phife at (206) 325-1511
for moreinformation.

stress reliever.

Thephilosophy views the mind
Dr.
Mara
and bodyas intertwined inamu- Adelman, comtually supportiverelationship.
munication proDormanhasbeenteachingyoga fessor and stufor the past six years anddisputes dent of Dorman,
the stereotypethat yogais aneasy feels as though
BEN STANGLAND / SPECTATOR
she cannot live
form ofexercise.
In fact, it is a very vigorous without yoga.
DedicatedstudentsinChristyDoran'sclass concentratewhile stretching their armmuscles.
body
according
"Yoga is very
workout for the
to enthusiasts.
The main focus of Kundalini is arenew tofitnessor whoarerecovgentle yet demanding.Ithelps with
class,
sitting
moving
InDorman's
shefocuses the stress from
ina chair all
breath up and down the ering froman illness.
doing
breathing,
day,"
"My
on
active
learnAdelman said.
mother is
benefitsofyoga
ing to control your breathing in 84 andhas beendoing yoga for 40
are plenty. The
one nostril and out the other into years."
The threemain types of Hatha
the chest or belly. This formof
plough
breathing is called Pranayana.
yoga are Ashtanga,Iyengar and
"Breathingis reallyimportant. Kundalini.
can help
Ashtanga is also known as
Istress that because so many ol
alleviate

TheYogaTreeFreemont is
located at:3601Fremont Ave.
N.#351. Formoreinformation
call (206) 545-0316.
Center for Yoga ofSeattle
is located at: 2261 NE 65th.
Formoreinformationcall(206)
526-9642.

»The

our students are stressedand they
forget how to"hold their breath,"
Dorman said. Breathingis very
important in that it is a cleansing
andpurifying. Italso keeps your

body from shutting down and
lockingup."
Many forms of yoga are body-

poweryoga.
Thisis a demanding workout
involving jumping from one
posture to the next insometimes

quick succession.
The benefits of Ashtanga are for
people who want to expenda lotof
energy without overstressing the

Yoga really helps you keep
your body balanced.
Dorman, Yoga
Instuctor

Christy

centered, whichmeanspeople are
working with the body andhold-

ingposes.
These are also known as isometric exercises, where muscles
are tensedand kept in a holding
stationary position.
Yogais known toimprove flexibility.

body.
Iyengar is slowerand emphasizes
the body's alignment and position.
Thereismoretime spent focusingon
the correct posturefor eachposition
inIyengar.
Kundalini is often thought to be
the most relaxing of the styles of
yoga.

cramps
and the
standing
or w ard

spine andincludinganemphasison
posture,meditation and chanting.
Yoga has helpedshape thebod"Therehasbeenagoodresponse
to
Cindy
yoga. People are really happy
ies of such celebrities as
and
Crawford
AliMcGraw.
that it is offered at the Connolly
"Yogais for everyone,"Dorman Center," Dorman said. "Ithasbeexclaimed."Itis fun teachingin the came verypopular andchic,if one
context whereI
haveseveral priests keepsdoingyogaforaboutanhour
that come to my Thursday early a day you can stay in really good
shape."
class."
Competition is unheard of in
Dorman feels yoga is great for
exercise because ithas a physical yoga.
Dorman's students can set their
formthatis practicedbydoingbody
stretches,poses and breathing.
owngoalsanddevelopat theirown

are not covetousnessand honoring
Instructor Christy Dormandemonstrates yoga stretchesfor herclass.

menstrual

bend is great

"Practicingyogahelps the spiritual life,"Dorman said.
Other forms of yoga do not involve any stretching; they are considereda highlyphilosophicalway
of living life.
"One is on violence,otherforms
BEN STANGLAND / SPECTATOR

gofor

yourbodyas away ofliving.People

practice these so they do notspend
all your energy on something you
cannot get," said Dorman.
Inpromoting relaxation, yoga's
breathingexerciseshave alsobeen
proven tolowerbloodpressure and
theheart rate.
A formcalled Ishta yoga combining deep breathing exercises
withmeditationandposturesis very
gentle and perfect for people who

Yoga Motion is located at:
5639 California Ave.SW. For
more information call (206)
938-8195.

)

V

Theworkshopsare opento allstu-

dents atany level. For more infor-

mation,call AnneCarraghcrat (206)

296-5907.
Finding time may be hard, but
justanhourspentinDorman'sclass
can improve health andbenefit the
mind.

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FOR A YEAR!
RECRUITING NOW FOR

pace.

"Ido yoga to work on strength
andrelaxation. It reallyhelps with
stress," senior LauraLee said.

"Peoplecan come as theyare. I
suggest bringing a sticky mat to

give you agood firmnon slip surface to work upon."
Dormanalso teachesinher home
on Bainbridge Island. There, she
teaches aformof yogacalledPilate.
She also instructs several workshops on the island.
The next workshop is on Nov.
22from 11a.m. to2p.m. Formore
information, Dorman can be
reached at (206) 842-7570.
Closer to SU, Dorman will be
offering yoga workshops the first
two weeks of December.

THE JAPAN EXCHANGE

AND TEACHING PROGRAM
■Positions: Assistant LanguageTeacher(ALT)
Coordinator tor InternationalRelations (OR)
"Qualifications:American citizen,beet tutted
forIhceeunder 35 yearsof age (Inprinciple),
obtain aBA/BS degreeby600/99.
"Position begins: Late July 1999. One year
cooimitiTMjnt.

"Salary/benefits:3,600,000yen(approximately),
airfare, housingassistance

"Application deadline:Dscembex 9J958

FORAPPLICATIONSCALL:
1-800-INFO-JET (463^538)
Consulate-General of Japan
601 Union St., Suite 500,
Seattle, WA 98101
TEL:(206) 224-4374 ext.2s

BCiiwpj^^jgf^B
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Once a student, second time around a professor
SU graduate returns to teach in the Communication Department
KATIE MCCARTHY
Features Editor

Little did Professor George
Keoghknow, that when he began
teachingin the Seattle University
School of Education in the 19505,
hewasstarting atraditionthat would

last decades.
Today his grandaughter, tall
blond Kerry Godes, is continuing
thetradition ofnot onlygraduating
fromSU,but teachinghere.
Godeshas returned to teach in
the communication department
where she recieved her degree in
1986.
She grewup in Capitol Hill but,
at the age of 10, Godes was uprooted and moved to Africa because of her stepfather's job with
an airline.
"It was very interesting in Africa. "Godessaid. "I was thereduring theapartheidand 1 went to an all
girls Catholic school."
Between the ages of 10 and 12,
Godes had the opportunity to live
in not only Europe but the Baha-

mas. She felt this experiencegave
her a different perspective of the
world and forced her to grow up
more quickly.
Returning eventually to Washington, her family moved to Arlington. Godes couldnot waitto
get out of the small town.
"When you are not fromasmall
town, you do not have those lifelong friendships andallthose associations that are great living in a
small town. When you are used to
a big world, youjust can't wait to
get back out intothat world,"Godes
said.
As a child, Godes had no idea
what she wanted to be. But early
on, her teachers noticed her talent
as a writer andlater she wrote for
her high school newspaper.
Godes remembers someone telling her, "Hey, you like writing,

maybeacareeras ajournalist would
begood for you."
Unsureof whatshewanted todo
withher life,Godestook onequarter at Everett Community College
and worked for the school newspaper.
Up for anything, Godes wasindependent and ready to face the
world. After a yearof working in
Seattle, she andher cousindecided
to take a chance and left Washington to study in San Diego.
"My cousin was going to the
University of San Diego and I
started working, thinkingIneeded
money tor school. At that limeyou
couldgo tocollege lor tree inCalifornia, if you were a resident,"

Godes said.
Unfortunately, before Godes
madeit toher first collegeclass she
waslaidoff fromher job. With no
income,Godesreturned toher previous job at a fiberglass company
inSeattle.
Ithadbeen three years sincehigh
schooland Godesknew itwas time
to resume her education.
She remembered SU and how
heavily SU admissions had re-

sion.

"Idecided to look around to applymy talent atsomething thatcould
make adifference," Godes said.
While thumbing through the
classifieds shefound ajoboffer for
a public relations manager for the
local winery,Chateau St.Michelle.
Once accepted, her life took off
in a new direction andGodes did
not lookback.
"I learned on the job and a lot
about business and wine," Godes
said.
Shesmiled warmly whenexplaining the most humbling experience
as a public relations manager was
working with reporters,her former
colleagues.
"The reporters would call and
thinkI
didnotknow anything.They
had a view that wasnegative andI
had to put up with it," Godes said.
"They madethe assumption that I
sold out."
ButGodesdoes not feel like she
had. She feels doing public relations allowed her to go deeperand
learn how thebusiness works. She
saidshewas beginningto seejournalism
from theother side.
Terhance Ihnen / Photo Coordinator
Beingsingle andnothavinganything to tieherdown allowedher to
Kerry Godes is happy toreturn to her almamaterandcontinuing thefamily traditionofteachingat SU.
advanceinpublic relations andtake
a job in 1993 in California with
Kendal Jackson winery as their
the
whole
camknow
cruited her in high
Rge:
public relations director.
pus," Godes said.
school. She had re- [
fl
"Iwas there for three years andI
secret
a
Godes
was
When
fused the school bewitnessed the company triple in
junior, her mother decause of one thing,
used to call itthe Microsoft
cided to return to school size.I
family.
U//»of do youdo in yourspars
of the wineindustry," Godes said.
and,in 1986,motherand
It was her family's
time:
She worked long hours for the
daughter graduated toextensivehistory atSU
Ploy with my two cols.
booming company,but the burden
that made Godes hesiof working seven days a week betant. She did not want
gan to tire Godes and she knew it
Whois important in yourlife:
lo follow in the footon a temporary reporter
was time for yet another career
Family, my younger sister and
steps of her grandfachange.
ther, an SU professor,
her children. Ilove being on aunt.
"Ihave beenindependent.I
have
nor those ofher mother,
myable
to
make
choicesfor
Godes wound up re- been
father, two aunts and
lucky
do
like
to
read:
in
that
you
What
self
andI
have
been
newspaper
porting for a
an uncle, all previous
said.
way,"
She
Godes
felt as
Irish literature.
in Spokane.
SU students.
After tryingboth journalism and
though she was exiled
Her father even
relations,Godes still wanted
public
lucre
playedonSU'sbasketWhat advice mould you give to
to
more and so last fall she
learn
"It
was
another
small
ball team. Her mother
students:
first quarter at theUnistarted
her
town
anditwasinland.I
dropped outofSUdurpursuing a
figuring
your
Washington
School
is
for
out
Of
versity
water,"
the
missed
Godes
inghersophomoreyear
Masters incommunication.
explained.
interests and get as much experito marry him and start
"When I
was thinking about getin
the
beginner
As
a
a family.
ence os you con while youore
talked to Gary
ting my masters I
journalism field, Godes
"I did not want all
here. Taketime off if you feel
started off reporting (Atkins).ItoldhimIwanted to go
that history following
trapped.
schoolissues andcrime. back and study the principles of
me around," Godes
Her career took off in whatIhadbeendoing,"Godessaid.
said.
-»
1987 when the Seattle "He pointed me towards UW."
Changing her mind,
KnowingthatGodes was inpurPost-Intelligencer called
Godes worked and
suitofher masters, Atkins metwith
went to school part time.
arm to be editor of the Spectator her up and wanted her to write for
her last Christmas to see if she
Godes found herself working as for two years in a row... a first, I their Eastsidebureau.
Post-Intelligencer,
wouldlike to teach communication
While at the
areporterfortheSpectatorherfresh- think, at least in the 20 yearsI've
Jeff Philpott's classes
professor
Godes wasanurbanaffairs reporter.
man year.
been at SU," Atkins said.
wason
whilehe
sabbatical.
involving
She workedher way up the ladThe memories of classes in the She covered stories
to
the tradiThechance
continue
der as a copy editorher sophomore now-demolished Marion Hall are gangs, skinheads and the neo-nazi
SU,
teaching
at
where
fond
tionof
yearand finally as editor-in-chief fond ones for Godes.Sheremem- movement.
lingered,
memories
still
seemed
was
story
job
Her
intense. One
her junior and senior years.
bers having classes in the base"I just dove in Itook all my ment and how the floors would involving a neo-nazi gathering on almost too good for Godes.
Her plateis quite full these days,
Whidbey Island put her life,along
journalism classes right away, all flood during the winter.
hermastersdegree,teachbalancing
at
photographer,
a
risk.
of them were taught by Gary
WhenGodes waseditor-in-chief with that of
Messages
inActiononcampus
ing
us
through
two
of
ducked
"The
Atkins,"Godes said.
of the Spectator, sheremembers
managing
her ownpublic relaand
night
bushes
in
the
andtold
the
Still teaching communication all too well the longnights when the
tionconsultingbusiness onthe side.
courses,butnowinabiggerdepart- there werenocomputers,justtype- behind-the-scenes story of these
Godes hopes to be a part of SU
ment, department chair Atkins rewriters. She and her staff would gatherings," Godes said.
for
awhile. In the spring she is
story
changed
Her
with
this
life
outstanding
stayin theprint shop until the wee
members Godes as an
scheduled to teach a public relahoursofthe morning fixingtypos. because she noticed that no one
journalist.
tions class and will graduate from
"Ican say that she was a good
"Thegreat thing about working reallyread the articleand the mesenoughjournalist thatItwistedher with the Spectator is you get to sagedid notreallymake animpres- UW.
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Don t call it a comeback
Steven P. Ford
Arts &Entertainment Editor
In the early 1990s most of us

were shuffling around juniorhigh.
We wereinto wearingoveralls with
one strap and teamparkas wellinto

June. Who canbeheld responsible
for decisions that theymade when
they were in their early teens?
Keeping that in mind, music
trends at that timeproducedasuccession of groups whose CDs

him a starring rolein Cool asIce
and a cameo in Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles 2.
Butthenhis 'bad-boy' story was
checked. As much
ashe wanted
to

through bandslikeRage Against the unintentionally created.
Machine and Korn. It has since
But just because you have a
evolvedinto generalizedharsh rap- scene and justbecause youhave a
ping over heavily distorted guitars. bandand just because youhave a
new recording contract doesn't
mean your endresult is anything
spectacular.

be.

Well, that's not true, you could
call Hard to Swallow spectacu-

the

larly bad.
Should this come as a surprise? Was there any value to
Vanilla Ice's previous work
besides the cool dance rou-

are now hidden in some dark
placein thehack ot somecloset,
away fromthe view of others.
For example,there were ihe

tinesand catchy rhythms?
Speakingof rhythms, remember that bass line to

has that edge that may draw it towards a metal audience but
Vanilla's rapping is repetitive and
generallyvulgar.
For instance, titles like "The
Horny Song," "5.N.A.F.U.," and
"F**kMe"areblatantindicatorsof
how stupid hardcore lyrics canbe.
The latter of those songs hasall
the making musically for a hardcore single,ifthereissuch a thing,
but the lyrics are justobnoxious.
Probably the worst thing about
thisalbumis the fact thathe covers
himself by doing a hardcore version of "Ice, Ice Baby" with the
song "TooCold." Ifnothing else
this should be the indicator that
Hard to Swallow is nothing but a
ploy to suckinall thosepeople who
rememberthe shavedeyebrows and
funky danceroutines.
Thefact thatthismusical abominationcanstillFillhouses withsuch
apoor excuse for art hurts. It hurts.
It really hurts.
But you know, maybe this will
inspire ColorMe Badcl to get their
stuff together and put out that industrialalbum. Onecan onlyhope.

"Ice,Ice Baby?"Remember
New Kids, Kriss Kross and
how it wasbasically a blaMilli Vanilli. Where the hell
are theseguys now? Who really
tant rip-off of Queen's "UnderPressure?" Well lefsjust
cares?
Unfortunately,there are still some
say that theIce-manis up to his
people whocan't seem to escape
old tricks.
that pre-pubescent sense of style.
The first track onHard toSwalThese are the people who enjoy
low ,entitled "Living," has a bass
e r s / anddrum sound that sounds way
havingextended play of "Hangin* fro m
rappers? toomuchlikePrimus' "MyName
Tough"on theansweringmachine.
Oh,
they is Mud."
But anewplaguehasfallenacross
Photo Courtesy Rebublic Records
indeed,
Mostofthetracksare justpoundthe land. Yes
that trendof
would be preing
view,
bad taste which was thought long
white
like scary nightmaremusic. It
popular
dominantly
guys.
Ostracized from
buried in memories of juniorhigh Vanilla got into drugs, tried his
The best hardcore outfit then
dancesis once againcoming to rear hand at reggae and gangster rap would be inclined to find a good
its ugly head.
before findingGod.
white rapper.If thereissuch a thing.
So,whobettertofill that spot than
And it's wrong. Very, very
And the genre-bending artist fiwrong.
nally realized that it was not his whitey himself?
One of those artists long-dis- time. He got a girlfriend, got a
What is socomicalabout thissitucouple of retail stores started in ationisthat itcouldbesurmisedthat
missed is tryinghis hand at a comeSunny Day
Florida, and basically tried to re- it was Vanilla Ice's faultthat hardback. Althoughhe's doingit under
aclever guise, keep inmind that he claim a normallife. Or as much as coregotstarted. After all,white boy
to
rappers couldn't get any respectaf- ■
faded from yourfavor for areason. he couldanyway.
Smith
Back with abrandneweditionis
But a few years later, the new ter acts like Vanilla and his buddy
Nobody
wants to be put into
the white rapping pioneer Vanilla hardcore punk/rap sound really Snow.
■
& Sebastian
Ice. This is not a joke.
started topick up and sureenough a category with those guys.
So, if you are white-boy rapper,
Vanilla'sstory wassomewhatof some record executive saw the
I
a tragic one.
chance and tookit.VanillaIce will and you need to get some respect,
you take your hardcore self to a
He rose to stardom with his return!
The final product of this visionis place where you will find others
shavedeyebrows,fast-talking sling
Cinerama
like "wordto yo' muther," and su- the aptly named album Hard to withsimilarinterests.
It workedfor House ofPain repertight danceroutines. Thejunior Swallow. Every track onthe album
high white boy whocould master is a testament to Vanilla's unend- jectswhen theyformedLimpBizcut
Vanilla's "Ice, Ice, Baby" dance ing willingness to adjust musical Why wouldn't it work for the Ice
Soul
was the guy who walked out with styles tofitthedesiresofthepublic. Man himself?
—
Why hardcore? The genre beall the fine ladies er girls.
So Vanilla found anew home in
on
Vanilla's instant success landed camepopular overthelastfew years hardcore, a monster he may have

fKSUB Top 10 Artists^
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Babies and The Catchers («
RKCNDY *A1I Ages* 8 p.m.
$7
SineadLohanw/Judeat7:30
p.m. ($10) and
Gerald Collier w/ Duane
Jarvisat 10 p.m. ($6) @ The
Tractor Tavern **21+**

l

—

SNFU w/ Idiots, Blue Collar, and M9 @ Off Ramp
**21+**$5

m
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Southern Culture On the
Skids w/ Neko Case and The
Souveniers @ The Showbox
**21+**$10

Soulfly w/ Snot, (Hed) pe,
andDayinthelife@DV8*All
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MurderCity Devils w/ The
Blood Brothers, Black Market

!

Glenn Phillips (from Toad
the Wet Sproket) w/ Pete
Droge. John Doe,Steve Poltz
@ The Crocodile **21+**
$10-12

It's time for the...

Outdoor Experience 1998 Reunion
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Money Mark w/ Buffalo
Daughter @ ARO.Space
**21+**$12

OUTDOOR TXPFRl^MCt I99S
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Join us for Fr. Whitney's famous slide show, munchies
and seeing friends.

@TheShowbox**21+**$10

TheFastbacks w/Faster Tiger and the YaYa's @ The
Breakroom **21+**$6

2. Jets
3. Elliot
4. Belle
5. The Promise Ring
6. Snowpony
7.
8. Murder City Devils
Coughing
9.
10. Rare Air Vol.4
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DJSpooky w/PlatilinaMosh

RealEstate
Brazil

..

88 Fingers Louie w/Fury 66
and Portrait of Poverty @
RKCNDY *A11 Ages* 8 p.m.
$7

Ages*7p.m.$15
Pink Martini w/ Bloque @
theCrocodile**21+**$12

Citizens Utilities w/ Pete
Krebs and Miles Hunt @ The
TractorTavem**21+**9:30
pm

1.

Jon Spencer Blues Explosion w/ Add N to X @ The
Showbox **21+** $12

Thursday, October 22, 4:30-5:30 p.m.
Pigott Auditorium

For more information contact:
New Student Programs, 296-2825
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Happiness tackles taboo on edge ofgood taste
JACI DAHLVANG
Staff Reporter

tionclassesandgets involved with
Russian emigre Vlad (Jared Harris).

Though her sisters pity her, they

Happinessis certainly a filmone

will not forget easily.

have their own issues. Trish
(Cynthia Stevenson) professes to
"have itall" as housewife to secret

as an attractive, sympathetic character. However, the

affect on the

audience is greater if they are unsure how toreact toavillain thanif
they can be secure in their

demonization of him.
Solondz does not seehisrole as
thatofamoralist.Inarecentarticle
inPremier magazineSolondz said,
"I don't underestimate the intelligence ofmy audience:Ithink they
understandthat rape isbad. Soit's
notinteresting to makesucha statement. Rather, it is interesting to
This caller, however, is merely explore and understand theminds
her neighbor Allen (Phillip behind these kinds of crimes, or
Seymour Hoffman of Boogie these kinds of painand suffering."
The unanimous winner of the
Nights), a harmless man fending
oft advances himselffromhis slill- International Critic's Prize at
lonelierneighbor Kristina(Camryn Cannes, Happiness is already
Manheimof ThePractice ). She is plaguedbycontroversy.Bowingto
harboring a deadly secret of her pressure from parent studio Universal, October Films refused to
own.
to
Allenbares his soul histhera- release the film, forcing the propist.Bill(DylanBaker) whois pre- ducers to buy it back beforereleasoccupied withhis ownobsessions ing it.
with the friends and classmatesof
Certain that Happiness would
hissonßilly. HeisTrish'spedofile receive an NC-17 rating, the prohusband.
ducers chose to bypass the MPAA
Billy's own struggle with matu- and releaseit as unrated.
Following There's Something
rity is complicatedby the eventual
revelations of his father. The final About Mary and its unashamed
confessionalscene between father portrayal ofany andallbodily fluand son is brutally honest,leaving ids, Happiness includes some
the audience drained.
graphic scenesseemingly included
It is important to note that the merely to shock. However, most
abuse is never shown, only de- sexual frankness treads very carescribed.In fact, one of the victims fully the line between that which
does not even appear on camera.
we jokeabout and that which wedo
Happiness is beingdiscussed as not discuss. As Solondz intended,
the most controversial film of the the audience is constantly unsure

Following up the critically acclaimed Welcome to theDollhouse,
writer,director and producer Todd pedophileDylan Baker.
Flynn Boyle of
Solondz puts forth another darkly
Helen (Lara
'
television s ThePractice)seeksaucomic film.
AsSolondz puts it,"We allknow thenticity forher poems filled with
the cruelty we have in the seventh falsified emotional pain, and engrade. That cruelty didn't evapo- courages the advances of an obrate. That capacity resides within scene phone caller.
us to"this day. just like kindness
does But cruelty is so much more
interesting, and Solondz's study
moves past thejunior high worldol
Dollhouse mm ihc ever more
twistedadult worldof lustandloneliness.

Set in contemporary suburbia,
Happiness tells the story of the ultimate dysfunctional family. Three
sisters each think that they alone

havetheir livesundercontrol while
the worldsofothersare fallingapart.
The film opens with the sweet
Joy Jordan (Jane Adams)breaking
up with her current boyfriend,
playedby JonLovitz.He feels that
she has destroyed his life, so he
commitssuicide,sparking a scene
painfully familiar in corporate
America wherehis coworkers try
torememberhimworkingonlyfrom
a vague description and the locationol his cubicle providedby the
momentarily tormented Joy.
Searching for meaning in life
while stillliving inthe familyhome.
Joy begins teaching adult educa-

yearbecauseofthe portrayalofBill

how toreact.

Photo Courtesy of Good Machine

Helen(LaraFlynnBoyle)just saysnotoAllen(PhillipSeymourHoffman).
Producer Ted Hope said, "The
material is definitely disturbing.
Anyone who didn't findit disturbing should be institutionalized."
Final Verdict: This is a wellmade movie. Do not see itif you

are notpreparedtobeaffected by it.
Fabulous acting and precise writing make this film a must-see for

the mature.
Happiness opens Friday at the
NeptuneTheatre.

Orgazmo flops due to limp humor
David White
Staff Reporter

pornography where, lured by the
promise of money, he becomes
maybe the SouthPark men should CaptainOrgazmo. Hisoriginal inavoid work not involving anima- tent is to do one movie to earn
enough money to pay for hismartion.
The story revolves around Joe riage to his fiancee Lisa (Robyn
Young (Trey Parker), a young Lynne Raab), but he soon finds
Mormon manon a mission assign- himselfinthe grips of an evil,conment inLos Angeles. After stum- trollingporn boss (Michael Dean
bling onto the making of a porn Jacobs) interested only in his own
flick while trying to find converts potentialgains due to thesuccessof
in a Los Angeles neighborhood, the Orgazmo series.
Joe is thrown into the world of
While this may besounding familiar as a
movie plot,
thereisalways
room forcomedy in a predict a b 1 c
movie. Howprizes...
ever, apparnot
ently there was
nospaceavail(Seattle
Join SUrPASS
University's Peer
ableduringthe
Academic Support Services) for our weekly
makingof this
jam session every Sunday from 2-spm
film for comedy. Eventuthe Stimson Room (Ist floor Library).
ally, Joe is

scribedas momentarylapsesofreason. Orgazmo,unfortunateas itmay
be, fits the category of a movie
Movies are in many ways like which shouldhave never beenconchildren in that they can beunex- ceived.
pected,entertaining, engaging or,
This latest effort from Trey
insome cases,more accurately de- Parker,one halfofthe creative team
behind the cartoon series South
Park, more or less flops from beginning to end, offering an unrelentingdisplay ofpoorlyconceived
humorand apredictableplot.None
ofthe not jriouscomedybehind the

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

Call the man in the picture.

I'm Steven Klein,LSAT
specialist.Eleven years and
3000 students later, I
don't
think anybody knows more
aboutthis test or knows how to
teach it betterthan Ido. That's
why Istillteach my own
classes.That's why you should .

call me.

My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and 5

mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
Ican answer any LSAT
question let me prove it. Call
now for a freeseminar.

-

524-4915
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SouthPark seriesisnotable inthis
movie,leaving one asking whether

Friends, food and fabulous
No, it's
the Puyallup State Fair.

J
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"study

up each week to win prizes!
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%
your books and your friends...we'll
provide the food.
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J
«" It's like the Puyallup Fair, without the c coli. «
Sponsored by OMSA (The Office of Minority

#

Student Affairs).
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a number of special phallic weapons. With the exception of Parker
and porn king Ron Jeremy,
Orgazmo contains a host of relatively unknown actors, whichcan
be refreshing for a film, but does
nothing to improve this movie in
any perceivable way.
Taking into consideration that
thismovie is meant to be comedy
that is driven by humorous scenes
and actions, it is obvious that this
film can only be characterized as a
shameless attempt at being offensiveandcontroversial.
While therehas been some controversysurroundingOrgazmobecause of the obvious negativereligiousimplications andgeneralcontent,these arenot doubt just tactics
used to boost its box office sales.
There is no reason to run out and
spend money to see this film, regardless of
any
what
twelve-year-oldmay say to thecontrary.

Fans oftheSouthParkseries will

the help ofhis

most likely be sorely disappointed
by thismoviebecause it attempts to
take the same typeof humor which
is funny inreference toelementary
schoolkids wholooklike constructionpaper cutouts ona screen, and
applyit to anentire movie withreal

sidekick,

people.

forced to save

his fiancee
fromthe world

ofsmut and seduction with

Choda-Boy
(Dianßachar),
is
who
equipped with

OrgazmoisratedNC-17.Itopens
tomorrow, and

will be playing at

the Varsity Theatre and Uptown

Cinemas.

Sports
Chieftains continue to win as playoffs near
Chieftains squeak by

Linfield in thriller
The Seattle University men's
soccer team carved out a 2-1 win
overtheLinfield CollegeWildcats
last Saturday at Championship
Field.
Bui the victory didnot come easy
as the Chieftains were matched in
every department before coming
out on top with a sudden-death
golden goal from junior forward
ManuelRuiz.The winensuredSU's

fourth successive victory and improved their record to 9-4-1 overall.
AnNuonwasthebright spark for
the defending champions, as his
penetrating runs down the right
flank literally cut the Wildcats'
defense to shreds. Hislow ground
shot in the early minutes of the
game almost gave SU thelead.
Then, forward Jeremy Brown
tried a shot, but his effort was
palmedawayby theopposinggoalkeeper for a corner kick.
Midway through the first half,
defender Tony Pyle launched a
header which was on its way into
theback of the net. Incredibly, the
ball was blatantly handled by a

Linfielddefender but Pyle'slegitimateclaims for apenalty kick went
unheededby the referee.
Just one minute later, Kurt
Swanson triedaheader ofhis own,
but itbounced wideof the goal.
Thegoal that the fans wereclamoring for finally came fiveminutes
from the break.Manuel Ruiz took
the ball on the right-hand edge of
the penalty box and he tucked the
ballinto the net.SU went in1-0 at
halftime.
The second half was a stormy
affair as Linfield (6-9)desperately
tried toclaw their waybackintothe
game. Hard tackles and vicious
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Chieftains roll

Willamette
for 6-0
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Doyle, left the Bearcats unable to
scorein the first half.
The intensity and execution of
the Chieftains was just as strongin
the secondhalf as ithadbeeninthe
first. Stan Thesenvitz set up the
first goal of the secondhalf witha
corner kick to Ruiz, who blasted
the ball into the net in the 54th
minute.
Willamette had several forays
intothe Chieftainbackfield but was
again unable to score.
The scoring explosion was just
starting for the Chieftains, however. They added two goals in a
matter of thirty seconds late in the
secondhalf.
The first goal was kicked in by
Jeb Thomas off of aRuiz pass at
69:20. Ruiz scored for the second
timein the gameat 69:50.His goal
was the result of a pass from JeremyBrown toJon Yamauchi, who
beautifully arched the ballin front
of the net for Ruiz.
The last Chieftain goal was the
first of Bryan Miller'scollege career. He smashed a Craig Gauntt
assist to the back of the net in the
76thminute of the game.
After the game, Miller said that
the game was an awakeningfor the
team. Hefelt that everyone on the
teamcontributed and that they all
"clicked."
"We are winninggamesrightnow
because we are working hardand
we are working as a team," Miller
said.
Miller also said he thinks the
teamisbuildingmomentumfor the
playoffs.
The wingave theChieftains the
number 12 ranking in the NAIA.
Theirrecordisnow 10-4-1 overall
and9-2-1inthe NorthwestConference.
Ford Clary

—

Soccer Notes

Chieftains defeatPacific Lutheran
University yesterday afternoon

we mean

Harvard Market
Financial Center

University

dominated
the game
on both
ends ofthe
field. Five
different
players
scored
goals and
goalkeeper
Jeremiah
Doyle had
four saves.
shout about folFreshlowinga fouljust
man
deoutside the penfender
alty box.. Wildcats' forward
Kevin
Hou c k
Jeff Vahid-Tari
curled in a stunscored the
first goal
ning free kick
of
the
past statuesque
game in
goalkeeper
the 29th
Jeremiah Doyle.
minute of
Withthescore
even,both teams
the game.
Heheaded
played with rethe ball
newed urgency.
intothenet
Butneither team
off of a
could make a
cross from
breakthrough
Manuel
game
was
andthe
Ruiz. The
sent into overtime.
Chieftains
first goal
It looked as if
Manager
Kempner
was also
the tables would
/ Photo
Brooke
be turned on the
the
first of
Seniorforward Kurt Swanson sliceshis way through the defense.
Houck's
career.
In the 32nd minute forward JerOlmstead was shownaredcardfor part to ensure the Wildcats went
emyBrown added to theChieftain
a recklesstackle intheeighthminute home empty-handed.
ofovertime. However,just whenit
U-WenLee lead by booting in the assist of
Craig Gauntt. The goal gave the
looked like a draw was likely, it
Chieftains a 2-0 lead going into
was Ruiz who became the Chiefhalf-time.
tainshero for the day.
In the 20th minute of overtime,
Theconsistent effort of the defense,as well asan athleticsave by
he neatly controlled a pass on the
right flank, skipped past three de- over
fenders before curling theballpast
victory
a
the helpless Linfield goalkeeper.
Thematch ended and the celebrations began.
The Chieftains beat Willamette
Both teams put up a good fight University 6-0 on Sunday afterand thanks,in part, to the vocifer- noon,givingthe SUmen theirfifth
ous crowd, the Chieftains did their straight win.
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foulswere theorderof the day as
the rain continued tofall.In the
61st minute,
Ruiz again tried
a right-footed
shotbutitflashed
across the goal
and went out of
playSevenminutes
later, thevisiting
team finally had
something to
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We'vebeen there.

Kurt Swanson scored two goals to lead the Chieftains to a 2-1
victory overPacific Lutheran University in a Northwest Conference match yesterday. He scoredin the 43rd minute off anassist
from Shane McCorkle, and then hit the game winner with four
minutes left to play off anassist from AnNuon. The Chieftains
improved to 11-4-1overalland to 10-2-1in theNWC. They have
three games left to play, and are almost a lock for conference
champions.
Swanson improved his teamleadingtotals in goals to 10 andin
points to26. Heisalsotied for the teamleadinassists,withsixthis
season. Thesenioris alsotheall-time leading scorerinSUhistory,
improving that record to 119 points. Swanson alsohas scored the
most goals in the school's history with53.

h

Manuel Ruiz namedNWC
player-of-the-week

Junior midfielder Manuel Ruiz was namedthe NWC player-of-.a-week after scoringfour goals and two assistsin two gameslast
week. In Saturday's 2-1 over Linfield,Ruiz scored both goals,
including the game-winner20minutes intoovertime. The followingdayagainst Willamette,Ruiz scored two goals andrecorded two
assists inSU's6-0 trouncing of theBearcats.
Ruizissecondon the teamwitheightgoals and22 totalpoints. He
is tied for first on the teamwith sixassists.

Sports
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Gavin Hewitt has found a home in Seattle
The iunior forward is at his third school in three years, but is here to stay
can look to me in that situation,"
"Even though Iwasn't lucky
helps
enough
Hewitt said. "It
me to know
to be apart of the champiSports Editor
team,
coaching
playonship
thatthe
staffandthe
I
amproudtobe apart
Chieftains,"
Hewittsaid."My
ershave that kindof confidencein ofthe
GavinHewittstillremembers his
(national)
goal
me."
is to winthe
title this
first collegiate game well. He was
school,"
we
have."
currently
year
guys
have found a permanent
Hewitt is
fourthon the
with the
playing for California State UniHewittalsogives alotofcredit to
Hewitt said. "It makes me want to team with five goals and fifth in
versity Northridge against Fullerthe coaching staff as a reason for
try that much harder, not just at overall points with 12. This is the
ion, another California Slate Unitime
in
his
SU'ssuccess.
Hehas played for a
versity.
he
has
of
schools with
school
in
three
eer
that
number
different
Although he was playing in a third
injured,
n
but
different
coaches
and
different
4,ooo
years,
Hewitt decided
people,he
stadiumin front of
not
styles.
has
let
the
to
return
could still hear the voices of old it was time
frustration set in,
AtNorthridge,Hewitt said there
teammatesandcoaches tellinghim home. A smallcaseof
was
only onecoach who took conandhascontinued
homesicknesshadbeen
college
he couldnevermakeitas a
team,andheused to yell
do
whathe
can
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some
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brought
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in
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That
game
first
of
to play forward
fear of making the slightest little
starting lineup as a forward. He a native of Edmonds,
with the skill and mistake onthe field.Hecredits that
wasn't really nervous more to Seattle, where his
talent on this for his ability to collect the ball up
frightened than anything and choices were Seattle
team," Hewitt front, holdit and distribute it well
hopedhecouldshow all those who Pacific University,SU
University
said. "Theycreate to his teammates.
of
doubtedhim thathe couldperform and the
numerous
While at UMass,Hewitt said the
Washington.
as a collegiate athlete.
I
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liked the Jesuit education system. ships."
Soccer's ColoradoRapids.
And the Chieftains couldn't be withhow the teamis doing, rather four different views thatcan really
Hewitt, a confident individual, Heleft UMassafter the soccerseathanhow heisdoing individually. help,and that is rare," Hewittsaid.
knew he had the talent to excel at son, and started classes at SU last happier withhis choice.
"Before, Iwas into individual "They wantto winso badly itemaHewitt scored five goals in six
the university level,but he did not spring.
stats
during
"When I
andhowIwasdoing,"Hewitt nates throughthe team. They hate
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to a part 9-2-1
taken them a while, but tains if Hewitt is able toreturn to
the field, 1 can change a
they have come together the lineup.
game,and that is the confiteam,
to
"AsI
get healthy,my role willbe
and found the cohesion
denceyou needas a soccer
necessary to carry them defined,andif that's as astarter,so
player," Hewittsaid.
to
through the postseason. be it,"Hewitt said,"but everysingle
But, despite the victory,
The team has looked player on this teamcan getthe job
(national)
it was a rough season at
sharper
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Northridge, and Hewitt
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"That's an amazing thing about
knew it was not the best
more fun on the field. this team.Although weare allfightschool for him. At the end
that,
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Hewitt knew it was time to move Allin
family members have graduated the team.
Hewitt was now gaining arepuBecause it was very late in the fromSU.
At first, that turned him away tation as aprolific scorer, but unyearto transfer schools,Hewitt had
to scramble to find a new home.
fromtheideaofattending SU.When fortunately sufferedanankleinjury
After manyphonecalls,Hewitt had hewas coming out of high school, that would keep him out of the
narrowed the field to Providence he did not want to follow in his startinglineupintheweeks tocome.
Despitebeingable tostart,Hewitt
College,SantaClara University and family's footsteps,he wanted todo
came offthebench andplayedabout
the University of Massachusetts. his own thing.
"At first Iwanted to get away 25minutes againstGeorgeFox In
He chose UMass. the determinate

JASON LICHTENBERGER

knew this was nottheinstitution for
him.
"I enjoyed the athletic departdid not
ment and the players, but I
like the coaching," Hewitt said. "I
alsodidn't like beingin Boston. I
couldn't get used to living over
there."
Now in search ofhis

choice for Hewitt. It took him two
years andover 6,000miles, buthe
has finally foundahome, and atSU
heknows he will finishhis career.
"It feels awesome to know that I
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Even though Iwasn't lucky enough be
I
am proud be a
of the championship
part of the Chieftains. My goal is win the
title this year with the guys we have.

Want A
Challenge?

factor was to be withhis girlfriend,
whomhemet at Northridge through
a UMass study exchange program.
Hewitt had a strong season at

UMass.He finished secondon the
learn inpoints and tied for second
ingoals scored.UMassdidnotmake
it to the national tournament, but
wereranked as high as 1lthin the
nation that year. But again, Hewitt

fromhome," Hewitt said."I didn't
want togo where my parentswent."
But Hewitt does not regret his

decision.
"I've grown up a lot in college
and now thisissomething Icanbe
have learned toappreciproudof.I
ate family things like that a lot
more."

.

that time, he provided the gamewinning goal in a 1-0 victory for
SU that hadbeen struggling to finish its scoring chances.
Three days after the victory at
GeorgeFox,Hewitt again came off
the bench toscore the first goal of

the game in a 2-0 victory over
Western Washington University.
"It feelst?ood toknow Lhtit dcodlc
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Sports
Lady Chieftains stay alive in playoff chase
A crucial tie against Willamette keeps team on George Fox's heels

ARNE KLUBBERUD

StaffReporter

Jamie Nickel, from 40 yards out,

kick, giving the Chieftain's the go-

sailed over SU goalkeeper Carrie
Geraghty's head.
The goalput Linfieldback inthe
driver's seat witha seeminglycomfortable lead with only 25minutes
left to play.

ahead goal that they held onto for
theremainder ofthe match.
When askedabout her heroics in
the Linfield match, Provost, responding as a true competitor,stated,"Ijust wanted toscore.I
wanted
to win the game."
The4-3 victory wasthe firstcome
from behind victory for the Lady
Chieftains thisseasonandprovided
them withmuchneededconfidence
'
andmomentum forSunday smatch

To the Lady Chieftains' credit,
The SeattleUniversity women's
soccer team captured a crucial win
and a lie in two weekend games,
keeping their postseason hopes
alive.
Entering the weekend, the 15tr
rankedLadyChieftains desperately
needed points to keep place with
GeorgeFox ina
battle for second
place in the

they again regained their composure and renewed their aggressive
attack on the Linfield defense. This
attack resulted in a tree kick
awarded to theChieftains just outside the Linfield 18 yard box only
two minutes after Nickel's goal.
SU defender Lindsay Leeder

/j

f

through 90
minutes of
regulation
play and 30
minutes of
sudden death
overtime toa
stingy de-

vancc
postseasonplay

Lady

the
Chieftains

Understanding
the postseason
implications.the
Lady Chieftains
enteredintotheir
firstof two week-
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1. KurtSwanson, 10
2 Manuel Ruiz, 8
Jeremy Brown, 6

-

1" Manuel Ruiz, 6
'Kurt Swanson' 6
l
l' Stan Thesenvitz' 6
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MEN

l.TrishaTateyama, 10
2. Elizabeth Dolan,7
2. Lindsay Leeder, 7
l.TrishaTateyama, 10
2. Jessica Lemmon, 5
3. Stephanie Provost, 5

pressive as

each threat
by
the
Bearcats.

However,

fense could
not capital-

ize on the
theirownop-

portunities to

This week in
SU sports

Chieftains to
Brooke Kempner / Photo Manager

over- Senior midfielder Larissa Coleman gracefully tacklesthe ball awayfrom
nitiesand we
come v late firsi (i Linfieldattacker The Lady Chieftains won the gameby ascoreof 4-3.
could have
hall goal b)
Linl'ield's Emily Baker in the 39th steppedup lo takethe freekick.She finished."saidfreshmanmiu-fielder
would make no mistake about the Jessica Lemon. "We are disapminute.
"At half time we basically said opportunity as she laced the ball pointed with a tie, but at the same
wehave tostart playingour game," around the wall and past the help- time we did not lose.
"We are confident we will do
said sophomore midfielder less Linfield goalkeeper.
The LadyChieftains againclosed wellthe rest oftheseasonana make
Stephanie Provost. "They scored
and wegot flustered and weretaken to withinonegoal,makingthe score it to theplayoffs.''
out of our game."
3-2.
ThetieversusWillametteJio not
The Chieftain attack continued crush the chances for the Lady
TheLady Chieftainsbecameeven
more flustered whenßaker notched but they were unable to score for Chieftains to return to the
her second goai of the game only the next five minutes, untilProvost postseasontokeeptheirlong-standing postseason tradition alive by
two minutes into the second half,
took control of the game.
In the 72nd minute, Provost re- any means
giving Linfield a 2-0 lead.
However, the Lady Chieftains
But with a mind on the post- ceived theball inher traditionally
season, the Lady Chieftains rewide midfield position and pro- realize they must win out in their
gained their composure and un- ceeded to skillfully sauce three three remaining games versus
leashed a fierce attack on the Linfielddefenders,leavingher one- Whitworth andWillamette, both at
Linfielddefense. Thisattack would on-one with the goalie who stood home this weekend, and at UPS the
pay dividends as the Lady Chief- nochance.
following Wednesday.
Provosl clinically slotted a left
Ifthe LadyChieftains can meige
tains trimmed the lead to 2-1 ofl a
giving
the then prolific scoring effort on Satgoal from SU's leading scorer !ooted shot to the far post
Tatcyama
equalizer
Lady
Tnsha
Chieftains the
and urday with their stingy defense on
ihe
Sunday and apply it to the remaingained
momentum.
Whtuevci momentum
'
Irom Tateyama s goal wasnegated
Provost scored againonly three ing three games, they willundoubtedlymake it to the 1998 postseason.
as a deadball struck by Linlield's minutes later, this timeonapenalty
not
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of the Lady

George Fox

could
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Willamette University.
The confidence showed in the
performance

currentlyholds a
slim one point
margin over the
Lady Chieftains
with only three
games remaining
intheregularseason. SU must
claim second
placein theNWC

Lady Chieftain;,

scoring leaders

versus first place and undefeated

Northwest Conference

endmatches versusLinfieldCollege Saturday at
SU'sChampionship Field, focused and determined.
Despite controllingtherunof
play formuch of
the first half, the
focus and determination of the

SU SOCCER

MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, Oct. 24 vs. Whitman College, 2:30p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 25 vs. Whitworth College, 2:30p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 28 at Simon Fraser, 7:00p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, Oct. 24 vs. Whitman College, noon.
Sunday, Oct. 25 vs. Whitworth College, noon.
Wednesday, Oct. 28 at Puget Sound, 3:00 p.m.
CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct. 24, Western Washington University
Invitational in Bellingham.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR
CHILD CARE JOBS
Childcare Wanted

j0

income elderly stay independent by
assisting with shopping, laundry,
transportation or housework. Call
volunteer chore Services at 324-5247.
Training,insuranceandmileageprovided.

old's after schools activities. 2:306pm, five days a week. Pay $10 an
hour plus .30/mile. Single working

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

momneedshelp immediately!! Days
(425)556-7579. Evenings(206) 5175663.

Build y° ur Resume

Tues., Wed. and Thurs. afternoons.

Nine monthcommitment. Two boys.
$550 a month. Madison Park. Call
Nancy at (206)726-8606.

Do you like kids? Do you like to
cook? Let's
, talk. We are looking for
c
after
school help c
for our two lively

.. ,

...

boys.CallDianeorJeffat(2o6)236eniA

VOLUNTEERPOSITIONS
Help the Elderly

,
.
Do you enjoy shopping? Help lowp.

o v

Public Relations Internship

i

Fax (206)-623-9000.

One Reel, producers of Bumbershoot,
WOMAD USA and various NW arts
events seeks Public Relations Interns
for Fall and Winter seasons. Heavy
admin, writing,archival projects. Nonpaid, 3 days a week. Send resume or
letter to One Reel, PR department, PO
Box 9750,Seattle, WA 98109

Promote C°rp°n«e Volunteerism. Make
contacts. Need PRand communications
skills 'Alsoneed volunteers tomake phone
calls from y° ur home t0 other
andelders CallVolunteerChore Services,
Lisa at (206)328-5647 for internship job

uinoßjwo
OTHER
TOB
OPPORTUNITIES

"^*"
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The world s leadinS AIDS-fighting
organizationin theentertainment industry
is looking for collegerepresentatives for
-thefall 1998 semester,Fight AIDS through
popular culture while gaining experience
in the music business and volunteering
your time for charity. For more
information, contact
us
at:

reps@redhot.org.

Homeworkers Urgently Needed!

Earn weekly paychecks from the
comfort of your own home. Free
details. Send long, self addressed
envelope to: National Homeworkers
Association.
PO Box 115 Issaquah WA, 98102

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

,

CPA Help Wanted

description.
Music Business Internship
The Red Hot Organization

E-mail

cpafun@nwlink.com

_

Childcare Wanted

.

\

t

Child-sitter/driver for busy 11-year

Childcare Wanted

\

~\.

Where do you wear yours.
Seattle, Washington

,

LQSE IQ pouNDS IN 4 DAYS

.

.
nX c
Downtown CPA
firm seeks person for
20+/-per week, flexiblehours.Excellent
conditions in firm devoted to a wide
,rangeof smallbusinesses.Dutiesinclude

Call perfect 10 now for your FREE
SAMPLE!
qqq. 3g2 2151

f phone, filing,lightbookkeeping,
backup
,,,.

word-processing and data entry, some
tax work. Proficiency in Word and

The Spectator is where it's at!
Toadvertise, callRomie at (206)296Excel needed. Good position for 6474orfaxherat (206)296-6477. The
accounting student seeking experience costis$2.00for thefirst twenty words
in CPA firm. $8 to $8.50/hour. andtencentsaword thereafter. Sorry,
Availableimmediately. Nocalls,please, butno personals. All classifieds must
Resumeorletterofinterest toO'Rourke besubmittedby Friday at5p.m.for the
Wilcynski & Company, 999 Third Thursday edition. Pre-pay,please.
Avenue,Suite2626,Seattle,WA 98104.

g^ OitflE 'ASS'U TVigiE
for
office.

I
'hispage is
T'fie <ASS<U Taae ispreparedby the 'ASSY.
tfte advertisements of registered cCußs and organizations. Tor
more information,please contact the 'ASS'U office at 296-6050.
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ASSU Welcomes Aboard
Virgil Domaon,Freshman Rep. Susan Peacey, Transfer Rep. Brian Harming, Non-Traditional Rep.
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Show off your
musical talents

Interested in performing at aSEAC Acoustic
Night? Entertain your fellow students. Call
Carson at 296-6047 for more information.
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Sing yOUr I

' nea
heartlout

1

SEAC LypSync-October 24, 7 p.m.
in Paccar Atrium, Pigott Building.

the best
Get ready
v for
costume party oi the year
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Watch for sign up information this
week. Tons of cool prizes for all acts! I
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Spend your Thanksgiving Break in the
snow at Canada's top ski mountian:
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Spend m
ping, relaxing, sitting in the hot tub
and having fun with friends, Nov.
25-28. SU students $150, non-student $200. Price includes transportation, food and hotel. Price does
not include meals en-route, ski rentals or lift tickets. CallISC at 2966260 for more information.
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The IS
AC and ISC
attend a Halloween cruise on Lake
Union, Friday Oct. 30 from 10 p.m.
t0 { am> Pick out your favorite
costume and joinus for a fun cruise
on the lake. A DJ, snacks and beyerages will be on board. Questions
or concerns can isc at 296-6260.
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MaSQUCrade Ball
Who: All are invited!!!
what: Masquerade Ball hosted by assu, rha,
Residental Living, VSA, Xavier, Bellermine and Campion Hall Councils
Campion Bal room
When SaturdaY) Oct 31 from 8.1O:3O p.m.
why There wi|l be free vampire teeth to the first 150
peopie> free sw ing lessons, games, prizes and refreshinclude cosments. Events
r°y alty selec "
tume contest,
contest, apple
tion, pie eating
test ' twister and
on a string confortune telling.
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Winter Ball '98
f
It s gonna swing
Friday, November 13 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
The Atrium at the Seattle Design Center
Come to the SEAC
VlSj^A meeting Wednesdays
at 5-45 in
P^ffiri) M\
:^TOM\
v
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Upper SUB 205
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Take a stand against racist and sexist
initiatives! Join Seattle University's
MEChA and Coalition for Global
Concern clubs in saying NO TO
INITIATIVE 200! Come rally for
justice on Wednessday, Oct. 28 from
the quad.
12-1 p.m. in
red band
Wear a s^*^
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all people to
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/rights

of

op\ / equal conportunity.g 3 please
r
tact MEChA^W for more de-

tails at 296-2268. Lets show that we
do not tolerate attacks on the diversity of our community.

